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PresideNT’s messAGe

hi everyone

Thank you for taking the time to read through this edition of Geographia. The AGTA Board met during 
May between 26 – 28 May, in Perth, with a jam-packed agenda. There were lots to discuss about directions 
for curriculum, professional learning and research in the national space together with the impact of affiliate 
activities at a more local scale. One exciting initiative is the new AGTA website, launched during May  
https://agta.au/. I encourage you to please spend some time navigating the AGTA website alongside our new 
‘Go with Geo’ careers focused website https://www.gowithgeo.com.au/gowithgeo/ and keep up to date with 
Association activities. Thank you to Dr Grant Kleeman (AGTA Treasurer) for leading these website projects.

On 26 May we celebrated ‘GeoNight’ at Curtin University. ‘GeoNight’ is an international initiative to raise the 
profile of geography as an academic discipline and subject in schools. The leadership team at the  
Geography Association of Western Australia (GAWA) have been instrumental in prioritising this event as part 
of teacher professional development. The AGTA Board were delighted to join many of the GAWA membership 
and geography discipline colleagues from University of Western Australia and Curtin University for this 
important evening of learning and celebration. Thank you to Leo Conti and Peggy Bakalis from GAWA, and to 
Dr Tod Jones from Curtin University for organising the event.

An area of focus for the AGTA Board to consider in coming months is to review and validate the nine 
Professional standards for the accomplished teaching of school geography, otherwise known as the 
GEOGStandards https://agta.au/professional-standards/. The strength of these standards lies in their empirical 
base from the practice of experienced, specialist geography teachers from across Australia. Discussion at the 
May meeting focused on generating interest in the GEOGStandards through affiliate activities and a potential 
research initiative. I encourage you to look through the GEOGStandards and reflect on how they may be 
evident in your educative practice for geography. As these standards were developed by the profession for 
the profession, it is important to maintain their currency and relevance in our practice. Further information 
will be available shortly. 

I hope you find this edition of Geographia to be of interest and to spark conversation with colleagues about 
what is happening in geography education across Australia. Thank you to Steve Hawkins from GHTANT for 
co-ordinating Geographia and for always seeking input from the Board about ways to maintain its relevance 

and desktop appeal.

Best wishes,  
susan

dr susan Caldis, AGTA Chair
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ChArACTerisTiCs of hiGh-quAliTy  
GeoGrAPhy TeAChiNG

Julie davis

A feature of good geography teaching is that teachers engage students in the topicality of geography to 
deepen understanding of the world.

As geography teachers we are blessed with a subject that has real-world links for students. The real-world 
connectedness of Geography makes it suited to a student-centered approach to learning, where the teacher 
takes on a ‘guide on the side’ role as opposed to the more traditional ‘sage on the stage’ (Morrison, 2014,p1), 
although this is not to deny there is a place for both approaches in a teacher’s toolkit.

The role of the ‘guide on the side’ is to facilitate learning and to guide students in their learning. The idea of 
‘guide on the side’ is closely linked to the constructivist theory of learning whereby learning does not come 
in ‘packages’ that can be delivered by the teacher to students who passively receive and store the content; 
rather, constructivism suggests that students must actively construct understanding from the information the 
teacher, and other sources, provide.

The idea that the teacher provides one component of the ‘learning package’ is supported by the findings of 
Coe et al (2016) who identify six factors that influence student outcomes, noting that content knowledge and 
quality of instruction have the greatest impact.

Content knowledge. The most effective teachers have deep knowledge of the subjects they teach and that 
they evaluate the thinking behind students’ own methods, and identify students’ common misconceptions.

Quality of instruction. Includes elements such as effective questioning and use of assessment by teachers. 
Specific practices, like reviewing previous learning, providing model responses for students, giving adequate 
time for practice to embed skills securely and progressively introducing new learning.

A teacher’s pedagogical ‘tool kit’ then, should include a range of learning and teaching activities that draw 
on their content knowledge as ‘sage on the stage’ and their ability to guide student centered learning as the 
‘guide on the side’. When we talk about pedagogy we are referring to the method, and practice, of teaching as 
opposed to the content.

Effective pedagogies include long-term and short-term goals and are focused on learning and teaching 
rather than simply securing good assessment results. In an era where there is as much emphasis placed on 
‘lifelong learning’ as there is on achievement, good pedagogy is a planned sequence of learning with a focus 
on broad learning outcomes, including achievement in assessment.

Effective pedagogy recognises students’ prior learning, both formal and informal and builds on 
understanding and addresses misconceptions. Successful teachers always keep in mind that teaching must 
be dynamic to engage learners, and does not depend on any single approach.

Effective pedagogies scaffold learning for all learners. Scaffolding can take a variety of forms in a classroom, 
however underpinning all scaffolding is a clear learning intent. A learning intent (or goal) is more than 
the activities a teacher implements in a lesson. The activities are the means by which the learning intent 
is achieved, the learning intent is a single statement of what the teacher wants the students to know, 
understand, and be able to do as a result of learning and teaching activities. The learning goal should be 
clearly articulated to students for each learning and teaching activity or group of activities. By starting “with 
the end in mind it is more likely students will learn what we need them to learn “ (Wiliam & Leahy, 2015,p27). 
Importantly, each learning goal must also include relevant success criteria. Success criteria are linked to 
learning intentions.

For example, in the following sequence of learning activities each activity has a specific learning goal and 
success criteria. The sequence is scaffolded in multiple ways, first is the breakdown of the lesson into specific 
chunks of learning that flow from one activity to the next to reach the desired outcome; each activity is 
broken into smaller chunks and then a relevant graphic organiser is used to make each component of the 
activity accessible and each student knows what is expected as the outcome.

sAmPle imAGe 
CArds
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leArNiNG & TeAChiNG ACTiviTy leArNiNG GoAl ANd suCCess CriTeriA

You will be provided with a set of cards depicting anthropo-
genic land use and biophysical land cover. 

Working in pairs, complete a sorting activity to identify 
whether anthropogenic land use or biophysical land cover is 
depicted on the cards.

Justify why you decide whether the image card represents 
anthropogenic land use or biophysical land cover.

As a pair, decide the criteria that you can apply to justify your 
choices. 

Learning goal: you will develop criteria to justify a decision

Success criteria: you will know you are successful if you can 
use criteria to categorise the types of land cover evident in 
the stimulus as either anthropogenic or biophysical

leArNiNG & TeAChiNG ACTiviTy leArNiNG GoAl ANd suCCess CriTeriA

Working with your partner select one anthropogenic land 
use and create a consequences  wheel showing the impacts 
arising from the land cover change (think about people and 
place).

Identify direct and indirect impacts of land cover transforma-
tion and colour code the evidence in your consequences 
wheel to reflect the type of impact.

Learning goal: working collaboratively to improve under-
standing of the impacts of land cover change

Success criteria : you will know you are successful if you and 
your partner discuss and reach an agreement about the 
consequences and types of consequences arising from the 
land cover change.

Individually use the evidence in your consequences wheel to 
explain the differences between anthropogenic change and 
biophysical land cover change and the impacts of land cover 
change for people and place.

Use the PEEL structure to structure your explanation.

Learning goal: writing a paragraph using evidence

Success criteria : you will know you are successful if you can 
write an explanation,using paragraphs and evidence in the 
consequences wheel to explain the impacts of the land cover 
change.
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This activity relies on the student’s prior understanding about how to use the graphic organisers.

Using graphic organisers with all students provides a scaffold for students to visualise the steps needed to 
reach the learning goal. Graphic organisers help students to construct ideas, sequence information, plan what 
to write, brainstorm ideas and concepts, organise information, evaluate problems and solutions, and compare 
and contrast, show cause and effect. While graphic organisers are a tool for scaffolding learning  pedagogy 
is the method, and practice, of teaching as opposed to the content, and Geography has two ‘signature 
pedagogies’ (Yoke, Tate & Davis).

The first of these signature pedagogies is fieldwork. Fieldwork is a core approach to developing an 
understanding about geographical issues that affect places and people. Fieldwork provides students a unique 
opportunity for experiential learning in a real work context, often enabling them to see their own ‘backyard’ 
through a different lens.

The second signature pedagogy in geographical education is cartography. The emergence of spatial 
technologies means that traditional cartography, that shows the spatial arrangement of phenomena, is 
augmented with spatial analysis and geospatial data visualisation. As a signature pedagogy spatial thinking 
allows students to see relationships between place and space and the effect of this relationship on an issue.

‘Another way to ensure that our pedagogical approach is geographical is to think about how we engage 
with ‘threshold concepts’... Place, space and scale, time, connections, processes and systems are all threshold 
concepts in geography’ (Yoke, Tate & Davis).

Developing conceptual understanding will allow students to think geographically. Often the concepts 
of place, space, and scale are considered to be the overarching ideas that give Geography its distinctive 
character.

The specific locations on the Earth’s surface that are a unique set of physical and human characteristics that 
are given names and meaning by people. Place gives people a sense of belonging. Studying ‘place’ involves 
understanding the characteristics of the place and how the place became like it is, and how it is subject to 
change. ‘Places are not only the context in which geography happens, they have a significant influence on 
what happens’ (Geographical Association).

How phenomena (e.g., physical features, people, services, goods) are arranged on the Earth’s surface. The 
organisation of places and the characteristics within places (distribution) create spatial patterns. ‘Studying 
‘space’ in geography involves knowing where things are located, why they are there, how the patterns and 
distributions are created, how they are changing and the implications’ (Geographical Association).

Scale is an analytical concept and used in geography to analyse relationships by investigating them at 
different scales - personal, local, regional and global. Cause- and-effect relationships cross scales from the 
local to the global and from the global to the local.

whAT does Good PedAGoGy look like iN The GeoGrAPhy ClAssroom? iT is:

  Purposeful – students recognise the point of what they are doing, see its value and are curious 
and engaged.

 Problem orientated – students investigate, analyse, evaluate, and propose possible solutions.

 Inquiry-based – students ask questions, and work out how to investigate them and come to conclusions.

 Cooperative – students learn with and through each other.

  Connected – through fieldwork, and investigating topical issues with a real world focus students are 
engaged with the world in which they live

 Engaged - students have access to interesting and good quality resources.

At the end of a lesson there are two key features that are important to support learning, the first is a summary 
of the learning intent and how it was achieved during the lesson, a check-in on the success criteria. The 
second is an artefact of learning, that is a tangible representation of the learning goal that students can refer 
to and utilise in future learning.

refereNCes
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Morrison, D. 2014. From ‘Sage on the Stage’ to ‘Guide on the Side’: AGood Start. In, International Journal for the 
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning 8(1).

Wiliam, D & Leahy, S. 2015. Embedding Formative Assessment

Practical Techniques for F-12 Classrooms. Moorabbin: Hawker Brownlow.

Yorke, L., Tate, S., & Davis, M.,nd, New to teaching geography https://www.rgs.org/research/higher-
ednucation- 10 resources/newtoteaching/downloads/new-to-teaching-geography.pdf/

[This link can go in somewhere in the article – it’s not specific to any part 

of the article – just a helpful link.]

CrAsh Course GeoGrAPhy

Crash Course Geography is hosted by Alizé Carrère! There are 50-episodes 
split into physical geography (the processes and phenomena of the physical 
world both above and below the Earth’s surface), and human geography (the 
ways people occupy the Earth’s surface).
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sPiriT ANd home: New films for develoPiNG 
Powerful GeoGrAPhiCAl uNdersTANdiNG

dr Jane dyson and shu Jun lee
films As A TeAChiNG resourCe

Films transport us to places in ways that words alone cannot, which is why they are an especially valuable 
resource for the Geography classroom. Take the concept of economic development, for example; students 
can understand it by examining Geographical information in written texts including development 
indicators in various countries. However, films can provide students with the opportunity to understand the 
perspectives of people living in very different cultural settings and to form visual and acoustic impressions 
of their lives. In doing so, film can stimulate discussions that develop a more nuanced understanding of how 
‘development’ and change are experienced by different sets of people on the ground.

To use films effectively in the classroom, teachers can use various scaffolds to encourage students to actively 
process new perspectives. For example, the 5W1H strategy – described later – is valuable in this context. 
Teachers also need to ensure that, after viewing a film, sufficient time is provided for students to think about 
and respond to new perspectives portrayed (Durbin, 2002).Using dialogic teaching strategies can help 
students to think critically about geographic issues in film and to

empathise with people in very different cultural settings.

It is not always easy to find films that both explore issues through a geographical lens and intersect with a 
high school curriculum. Here we introduce two films – produced by a geographer – with accompanying

lesson plans that are aligned to the Victorian Geography curriculum standards. Spirit and Home are 
documentary films made by Associate Professor Jane Dyson, whose earlier film Lifelines has been successfully 
used as a teaching resource in secondary school classrooms in Australia, the United Kingdom and the United 
States, as well as in higher education (Kriewaldt & Dyson, 2017, www. lifelinesfilm.com).

Two new films: spirit and home

Based on Dyson’s long-term ethnographic research in a high-altitude Himalayan village in Uttarakhand, India, 
since 2003, the films document continuity and change

through the eyes of the villagers. The once highly remote region has been transformed in the past two 
decades; the building of a new road, installation of electricity

and telecommunications, and the rapid expansion of educational facilities have provided new possibilities in 
the village beyond subsistence agriculture. Nevertheless, young people are increasingly leaving the area to 

access

A young woman dances during the Pandav Lila, a festival depicted in the film Spirit. [Credit: Ross Harrison]
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BoTh films – sPiriT ANd home – Provide sTudeNTs wiTh A visuAl uNdersTANdiNG 

of key GeoGrAPhiCAl CoNCePTs  

such as place, interconnection, and social and economic change. Lesson plans have been designed to help 

teachers make use of the films to build students’ geographical thinking and understanding. The resources 

aim to help students engage with the various characters and themes in the films, critically consider different 

perspectives and reflect on the implications of development for people’s lives

even better educational and employment opportunities in the cities. But leaving one’s home is a difficult 
decision

and often taken reluctantly. Many young people eventually return to the village with renewed commitment 
to the village and its development.

The two new films explore the tensions between the ‘old’ and ‘new’ from different angles.

Spirit (19 minutes) examines ideas of belonging in this remote area as it undergoes rapid social and 
economic change. It depicts how, despite new opportunities for education and growing rates of 
outmigration, villagers still prioritise their connection to their community, to the land on which they live, and 
to the many thousands of Hindu gods who are also said to inhabit the mountains. The cultural and spiritual 
practices in the village celebrate these interconnections across the physical, social and

cultural/spiritual realms, and, in this respect, villagers share similar perspectives to Australia’s First Nations 
people and their connection to Country. Culminating in the exuberant Pandav Lila – a 10-day festival that 
celebrates the gods and draws people back to the village – Spirit explores

the tensions people face in managing ‘development’ and change while maintaining their connection to each 
other and the land.

Home (8 minutes) on the other hand is a short film that focuses on a young generation of women who, 
despite their educated status, continue to farm and contribute to domestic work considerably more than 
young men. The film follows the story of Munni as she contemplates her inevitable arranged marriage, her 
ambivalent pursuit of an education outside the village, and her connections to her family, community and 
the region.

Women gather to talk before working in the forest. [Credit: Ross Harrison]

: Munni contemplates her homeland. 
[Credit: Ross Harrison]
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developing powerful geographical understanding

A focus on ethics and values is a vital component of many geographical issues. Roberts (2017) proposed that 
Geography teachers play an important role in helping students consider diverse perspectives, interrogate 
knowledge claims and develop their own opinions with respect to ethics and values. This prepares them 
for civic participation and informed decision making on complex issues like uneven development, climate 
change, or

a global pandemic. Documentary films like Spirit and Home are powerful resources that teachers can use to 
explore the ethical/values dimension and develop the geographical thinking and understanding that will 
empower students to shape their future.

The lesson plan for Spirit is appended with this article. You can access all the lesson plans as well as the films, 
Spirit and Home, at https://www.spiritdocumentary.com/resources
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is a doctoral researcher at the Melbourne Graduate School for Education, University of Melbourne.  
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Two older women discuss changes in the village. 
[Credit: Ross Harrison]

A village. home [Credit: Ross Harrison]
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GeoGrAPhy & hisTory TeAChers AssoCiATioN 
of The NorTherN TerriTory

report to the AGTA Board meeting – may 2023

GHTANT has had what we would describe as a relatively normal start to 2023. We began our year offering a 
professional learning afternoon for interested teachers to get together and share ideas, ask questions and 
seek support. As has been common for many associations in the post-COVID world, we did not get a large 
turnout but those who did attend certainly benefited.

At the same time as this board meeting, GHTANT is running an event for teachers in Alice Springs, with 
GHTANT president Nelly Labiche and board member Raine Caldwell travelling to Alice Springs to presents 
a range of workshops on humanities. Former AGTA board member, Jen Waterhouse, is playing a key 
organizational role and Sue Herbert from St Philips College has agreed to present a workshop with a specific 
geography focus. Sue’ session is titled Landforms and Landscapes: Connection to Place.

In acknowledgement of the high rates of teacher attrition in the first five years of teaching, the NT 
Department of Education has established the Connect for Growth program, whereby teachers in the first 
five years of teaching are able to join any NT-based teaching association with the NT Government paying 
the membership. GHTANT has gained seven new members from this initiative. Our challenge is on how 
we can best support them knowing that many of our association members are struggling under their own 
workloads. I am not sure I can remember a time when associations were so challenged by external pressures.

A strong focus in the second half of this year is the re-branded biennial Festival of Teaching which is known 
as the (very unsexy) NT Professional Learning Conference. To be held in August this year, GHTANT will have 
the opportunity to present workshops to our members and other interested parties. The event is usually a 
fantastic opportunity to learn from colleagues.

National conference planning

GHTANT has formed a sub-committee to prepare for the AGTA 2024 national conference. In addition to our 
committee members, Julie Hearnden, Anna Hind, Yuliya Snoxall and Kate Eadie have agreed to participate in 
our planning events. Julie has suggested the theme as “A Sense of Place” which was supported by all involved. 
As our conference will include strong emphases on first nations perspectives and Darwin’s place in proximity 
to Asia, the theme is highly pertinent and will form a strong unifying message for the conference.

We have finalized a venue, which will be the DoubleTree Esplanade in the Darwin CBD. The committee felt 
the quote provided was very reasonable, and due to the small number of geography teachers in the NT we 
felt that any cost savings involved by hosting at a school would be offset by not having to rely on a small 
pool of volunteers.

Perhaps our most significant decision related to timing. July would be idea with excellent weather and 
a strong incentive for those south of the Tropic of Capricorn to escape the winter. However, Darwin’s 
excessively high dry-season costs for flights and (particularly) accommodation was a concern. Even though 
there is hope that costs may come down as travellers return to international destinations, we were not 
confident prices would reduce sufficiently. The average rate in excess of $350/night was deemed far too 
prohibitive. Thus, our conference will be held in October. Usually rain is not an issue at this time of year 
(though humidity is certainly building) but 2022 saw a rainy October (albeit with a La Nina potentially 
contributing to unseasonable rain). Hobart had some short, half-day excursions planned for the afternoon – 
we will arrange for these to be in the morning where temperatures are cooler and rain is less likely.

our rough schedule is as follows:

 TuesdAy eveNiNG

  Welcome function (potentially at the Administrator’s Residence) which could be followed by those 
interested attending the Deckchair Cinema which is next door. We aren’t sure if we’d have any luck in 
scheduling a geographical-themed film, but we can try.

 wedNesdAy

 A full day of conference sessions at the DoubleTree. 

  Wednesday evening – conference dinner (still being discussed. There is the possibility  
of a harbour dinner cruise)

 ThursdAy

 Before 11:00am – local excursions

 After 11:00am – conference sessions at the DoubleTree

  Thursday evening – at leisure as visitors may like to visit the Mindil Beach Markets  
and/or Deckchair Cinema

 fridAy

  Fieldwork – options being discussed. We have a range of ideas. One that we may like further information 
on is whether the AGTA board things a full (long!) day to Kakadu would be worth offering. Day trips are 
provided, but they are long days with quite a bit of time in transit.
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GHTANT has started some discussions about potential keynote speakers, but have no firm ideas as yet.  
We have also not had detailed conversations about sponsors.

A huge thank you to GTASA who are helping us with aspects of the conference, particularly with workshop 
presenters. We have some keen teachers here in the NT, but we are not a large group and could not offer too 
many workshops.

steve hawkins 
vP, GhTANT

Current membership
•		 Current	membership
•		 24	Individual	members
•	 3	Institutional	members
•	 2	Life	members 
•	 4	Pre-service	teacher	members

Current committee
PRESIDENT:  Nelly Labiche
VP & TREASURER:  Steve Hawkins
SECRETARY:  Justin Zammit
COMMITTEE:   Raine Caldwell, Charleen Conroy,  

Lucy Murrell, Jen Waterhouse, Caleb Mattiske
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GeoGrAPhy TeAChers AssoCiATioN of Nsw & ACT
2023 AGTA affiliate report

GTA’s focus areas for 2023 are to:
•		 	Support	NSW	geography	teachers	including	out-of-	field,	early	career,	teachers	new	to	geography	and	

experienced geography teachers.

•		 	Support	the	recommendations	of	the	Decadal	Plan	in	our	role	as	a	state	association	implementing	the	
national agenda e.g.

 a.  To better prepare out-of-field geography teachers We have approximately 40% of teachers in 
Australia that are out-of-field

 b. Geography to be recognised as a partial STEM subject

 c. GTANSW&ACT to connect in with AGTA, IAG (Institute of Australian Geographers) and GSNSW

 d. Increased collaboration between schools and university Geographers

1. membership

2. executive Committee
President  - Katerina Stojanovski

Vice/Immediate Past President  - Susan Caldis

Vice President  - Lorraine Chaffer

Vice President  - Rebecca Sutcliffe

Vice President   - Vacant

Treasurer (Honorary)  - Dr Grant Kleeman 

Secretary (Minutes)  - Rebecca Sutcliffe

suPPorTed By:   - 8 Councillors and 1 ACT representative Councillor

   - 3 Co-opted Councillors

3. Professional development events for 2023

a. unpacking the 2022 hsC Geography exam (online and 2 X live events)

b. e-learning short courses (online) 

The followiNG oNliNe Courses Are oN offer.

	 •	Unpacking	the	2021	HSC	Geography	Exam

	 •	Unpacking	the	2022	HSC	Geography	Exam

	 •	Integrating	Maps	

	 •	Concepts	Pt1	

	 •		Concepts	Pt2

	 •	Intro	to	Maps

	 •	Intro	to	Topo	Skills

	 •	Teaching	Place	&	Liveability	

	 •	Teaching	Place	and	Liveability*(experienced)

	 •	Teaching	Landscapes	&	Landforms	

	 •	Teaching	Landscapes	&	Landforms*(experienced)

c. stage 6 Conference – plan Well, plan early, plan together

The conference was designed to support the implementation of the NESA Geography 11-12 Syllabus released 
in late November 2022. Approximately 230 teachers attended on the Friday and 200 on the Saturday. The 
presentations were recorded and will be used to support regional visits. 

d. Webinars

 i) Cura Education – Using Project Based Learning to bring your classroom to life.

 ii) Alex Pentz – People, Patterns and Processes – NEW Stage 6 Geography Course

e. other professional learning

 i) Stage 6 Country Roadshow 

 ii) October Professional learning event

memBershiP level suCCess (PAid)

Concessional  7

Personal   49

School   225 (700 additional contacts across school memberships) 

Primary   15

Pre Service Teacher  28

 Life members  9
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4. resources 

a. Careers posters

b. hsC exam resource Package 

c. GTANsw & ACT Bulletin

d.  stage 6 Case studies Text Book - Powerful Geography 1 & 2 are currently being written and is authored 
by Lorraine Chaffer and Louise Swanson. Contributing authors are Karen Bowden, Khya Brooks  
Matt Carroll. 

5. Teacher support

social media - GTA NSW/ACT continues to maintain a presence on social media through Facebook. 

	 •	 GTANSW	–	Geography	Teacher’s	Association	of	NSW	&	ACT

	 •	 GTANSW	–	Teachers	of	NSW	HSC	Senior	Geography

	 •	 GTANSW	&	ACT	–	Primary	Geography	Teachers	Group

GTANsw & ACT website - Our webpage is continually updated to include our professional learning events 
and resources and we receive regular correspondence through this. 

6. Awards

a. The young Geographer Award (yGA)

b.  life membership - I would like to congratulate Martin Plüss on his award of Life Membership to the 
Association.

c.  other Awards – GTA plans to recognise teacher contribution through the Brock Rowe Award for 
excellence in teaching Geography in schools and the Geoff Conolly memorial Award for outstanding 
contribution to the Bulletin.

7. Current challenges and opportunities

Our biggest challenge at present is supporting teachers with implementing the new Stage 6 Geography HSC 
Syllabus. Supporting early career and out-of-field geography teachers is also a priority and we hope to be 
able find the resources to provide additional professional learning to these teachers.

We are committed to maintaining links with Geographical Society NSW and eventually resume the From the 
Academy webinar program.  We have an opportunity to support pre-service teachers through Cura Education 
who have offered to sponsor a webinar on PBL best practice with a focus on pre-service teachers.

katerina stojanovski 
President
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Pd ProGrAm – TwiliGhT series

  Beginning and New to Geography Teachers (AGTA resource link)

  Writing effective IA1s

  Fieldwork

  ICTs in Geography

 GTAQ and Contour Ed partnership for PD throughout Queensland

 V9.0 geography update session

4. Promotion of Geographical education

CoNTiNued foCus To CoNTriBuTe To CurriCulum ChANGe ThrouGh

•		 Surveying	members	to	understand	their	needs

•		 V9.0	updates

•		 Queensland	senior	syllabus	review	–	contribution	to	feedback	from	GTAQ	members	to	QCAA

•		 Sharing	of	#GoWithGeo	resource	with	schools	in	time	for	subject	selctions

GeoGrAPhy TeAChers AssoCiATioN of queeNslANd 
AffiliATe rePorT mAy 2023

1. membership
memBershiP sTANds AT

•	 151	institutions	(increase	of	26	schools)

•	 47	individuals

•	 6	Pre-service

2. AGm and new committee
The AGm wAs held iN mArCh ANd The followiNG PeoPle  
were eleCTed To The AGC CommiTTee.

•	 President		 –	Shane	Albertson

•	 Vice	President		 –	Erin	Merrin

•	 Secretary		 –	Jenny	Knight

•	 Treasurer		 –	Kaye	Schwede

•	 Council	Members		 –		Julie	Davis,	Bec	Nicholas,	Aaron	Bates,	Brett	Dascombe,	Shane	Thackeray,	 
Dr Scott Lieske, Paige Pope

The CouNCil hAs foCused oN 3 key AreAs for 2022

1. Professional Development

2. Membership re-engagement

3. Connecting (networking, mentoring, advocating) 

AGTA

  Shane Albertson as Appointed Director

  Julie Davies as Nominated Director

  Both to continue to finalise the work underway on the AGC

3. Annual Conference and Professional development

CoNfereNCe 2022

  Extremely successful conference held on the Gold Coast with over 100 delegates attending

CoNfereNCe 2023

  ENLIVEN is scheduled for 29 July

  Hosted at All Hallows in Brisbane City
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PresideNT’s rePorT – mAy 2023
2023 feels like our first year of the “the new normal”- and it has been pleasing to see us relaunch numerous 
events in face to face, along with establishing new initiatives. Our emphasis these past 6 months has been 
on advocacy for the subject (initially through our responses to the curriculum changes) and building our 
relationships with other geographical insitutitions and educational bodies. 

1.  membership

•		 At	our	last	audit	our	total	membership	was	104	members

•		 	Current	membership	for	2023	stands	at	108members:	54	individual	members;	37	school	members;	14	Life	
Members

•		 Comparable	to	last	year.		

•		 Pre-service	teachers	are	invited	to	join	the	association	for	free	during	their	final	year	of	study.	

•		 It	has	been	pleasing	to	see	an	increase	in	country	membership	possibly	reflecting	access	to	online	
Professional Development and events. 

2.  Committee

Our committee consists of  12 active members. We continue to outsource a number of our administrative 
roles to Educators SA.

offiCe BeArers for 2021/22:

  JOINT-PRESIDENTS: Fiona Greig and Simon Miller 

  TREASURER: Elise Walker 

  SECRETARY: Domna Margaras

oTher roles (hoNorArium ATTAChed):

  JOURNAL EDITOR: Vacant 

  WEBSITE MANAGER: Jacob Hayes

  CONFERENCE CONVENOR: April Bickley  

The committee continues to meet once per term, mostly remotely via zoom. 

New members are always welcome to nominate for the Executive committee. We are pleased to welcome 
several new members to the committee. A number of others have expressed an interest in joining the 
committee in 2023 and we will follow through on this around our AGM. 

3.   Professional development

•		 Our	conference	ran	very	successfully	in	term	4	last	year	with	around	65	participants	over	the	two	days.	

•			 	We	continued	with	our	strategy	of	a	fieldtrip	day	on	the	Sunday	followed	by	the	conference	and	
workshops on the Monday, and this was was well-received. We will use this format again this year. 

•	 	Highlights	included	Dr	George	Tan’s	fascinating	address	on	modern	internal	migration	of	international	
migrants within Australia and Professor Alaric Maude’s barnstorming critique of the new curriculum.  
Catherine Pearce’s fieldwork around tourism on the River Tourism was also very well received by 
members, as were Mick’s GIS presentations. 

•		 We’d	like	to	formally	thank	April	Bickley	for	all	her	work	on	organizing	the	conference.	

•	 	In	response	to	feedback	from	members	we	ran	a	very	successful	introduction	to	GIS,	aimed	primarily	at	
new teachers, out of field teachers or those lacking confidence in this area of their practice. It was great to 
see some of younger committee members step up and deliver a superb session. 

•	 	The	Zoe	Foundation	Australia	visited	Adelaide	to	deliver	student	and	teacher	presentations	on	the	issue	
of modern slavery and child trafficking. Over 150 students attended the presentations to learn about the 
work of The Zoe Foundation in countries such as Thailand. Students learned about the strategic teams 
involved in rescuing children from trafficking, and their work in the rescue of children, and restorative 
and preventative practices. A small number of teachers from several schools attended a twilight event 
outlining the work of the Zoe Foundation and the curriculum resources freely available to supplement 
Year 9 and 10 Geography courses.

•	 	The	Zoe	foundation	would	be	willing	to	offer	another	workshop	at	the	2024	AGTA	conference	(with	a	
different focus to that provided at the 2022 conference).

•	 	We	are	looking	forward	to	working	closely	with	our	colleagues	in	the	Northern	Territory	in	planning	the	
AGTA conference for 2024. We have already got a range of teachers expressing an interest in presenting 
and have also tried to use our networks to develop some possible keynote or plenary speakers. 

•	 	In	June	we	are	running	another	session	of	our	SACE	networking	event,	which	was	very	well	received	by	
members last year, at St. Peters College. This provides Stage 1 and Stage 2 teachers with opportunities to 
share resources and talk about their approaches. We felt the zoom/IRL format last year didn’t really work 
remotely so will be meeting in person, with a view to holding a separate event for country members later 
in the year. 

4.  Publications, projects & communication
•		 	Our	journal	is	currently	on	hold	as	we	look	for	a	new	journal	editor.	We	are	in	ongoing	discussions	as	

a committee as to how to move forward with this, as there are questions about the effectiveness of a 
journal as an ongoing concern. 

•		 	Social	media	is	a	popular	form	of	communication	with	our	members	with	our	Facebook	group	having	68	
active members  
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•		 The	website	is	functional,	but	we	are	considering	a	move	towards	facebook	being	our	main	presence.	

•		 	We	have	increased	our	involvement	in	Educators	SA,	our	umbrella	organization	for	Professional	
Associations. We have been active in work around strategic planning and growing membership bases. 

•		 	Last	year	we	hosted	the	first	Life	Members	dinner	in	many	ears	with	8	attending.	It	was	great	to	reconnect	
and explore ways they can assist in supporting the committee. 

5.  Action for promoting Geography

•		 	Our	inaugural	Geography	photo	competition	was	a	huge	success,	with	a	large	number	of	students	taking	
place and 45 entries reaching the final judging. The awards evening and subsequent exhibition in the 
State Library was a great advert for the skills of young geographers and well received by the  
general public. 

•		 	We	have	recently	judged	the	jointly	coordinated	RGSSA	and	GTASA	Fieldwork	competition,	with	some	
outstanding entries in a range of year levels. We are looking to increase entries through more targeted 
promotion this year, using strategies adopted for the photo competition. 

•		 	We	will	hold	our	second	virtual	quiz	night	for	Yr	9-11	students	in	Term	4.	The	event	last	year	attracted	
around 50 students and we will look to grow this event. 

•		 	We	have	planned	our	traditional	Year	12	night	with	Univeristy	of	Adelaide	for	August,	and	this	year	are	
partnering up with Flinders University to increase the profile of the event. 

•	 	We	have	also	formalized	our	partnership		with	RGS	SA,	with	a	co-president	sitting	on	their	Education	
Committee. This has mostly involved our advocacy campaign around the new curriculum changes but 
has also strengthened relationships with major universities and we are looking for opportunities to 
collaborate in the development of resources.    

6. Curriculum developments

•	 Our	advocacy	work	around	tackling	the	issues	of	the	Australian	Curriculum	has	been	a	major	focus.

•		 	In	conjunction	with	RGSSA	members	Alaric	Maude	and	Iain	Hay	we	have	been	involved	a	range	of	
approaches to try and implement change. These have included:

•		 Radio	appearances	on	ABC	Radio	by	our	co-president.	

•		 Contribution	to	a	major	article	and	opinion	piece	in	The	Advertiser

•		 Meetings	with	Deputy	Leader	of	the	Opposition	in	SA

•		 Upcoming	meetings	with	the	Head	of	Curriculum	in	SA	Education	Department.	

7. issues & challenges

•		 	Engaging	other	Geography	teachers	who	are	not	yet	members	of	our	association	in	our	Professional	
Development continues to be a challenge. With the help of Educators SA we are looking at ways of 
addressing this, particularly in department schools.  Our advocacy work  has led to some promising 
developments in our relationship with the Department of Education and we look forward to supporting 
their teachers in Geography.

•		 	The	committee	is	still	overly	reliant	on	a	small	number	of	members	to	run	events	and	initiatives.	We	
have targeted some new members to join the committee and examien ways we can ensure the load of 
running the association is spread.

•		 	Building	our	online	presence,	and	sharing	of	information,	continues	to	be	an	issue.	We	have	mailing	lists,	
and a facebook page, but targeting the right people to ensure our activities and events is difficult. 

Finally, in closing this report, we want to thank the dedicated Executive committee who have supported us 
through the last 12 months. An association such as ours is reliant on the efforts of our volunteers and the 
countless hours they give to us. 

fiona Greig and simon miller 
President - Geography Teachers’ Association of south Australia inc.

Promoting and supporting the teaching and learning of geography in South Australia
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TGTA rePorT To AGTA – mAy 2023 

1. membership 

Membership currently stands at 20 (1 Life, 10 Schools, 9 Individual) 

2. TGTA Committee 

PresideNT:
Caryn Shield

viCe PresideNT: 
Erin Leder

seCreTAry: 
Karen Caporelli 

TreAsurer/PuBliC offiCer/life memBer: 
Dr Greg Calvert 

CommiTTee memBers: 
Debbie Claridge, Dr Bianca Coleman

At the Annual General Meeting in December 2022, Rowan Harris, TGTA Vice President, stepped down as a 
member of the TGTA committee to focus on other commitments. I would like to thank Rowan for his valuable 
service to the Association, including his four-year term as President. During his tenure, Rowan has been 
instrumental in undertaking and overseeing a number of projects for the TGTA and AGTA, including the 
construction of the TGTA website and the inception of the AGTA Careers Website. In his place, we welcome 
Erin Leder to the position of Vice President.

3. Professional learning

The TGTA once again partnered with TATE (Tasmanian Association of the Teaching of English) and THTA 
(Tasmanian History Teachers Association) to organise the biennial Tasmanian Humanities Conference, with 
the theme of Our Stories Across Time and Place. Erin Leder, Daniel Howard and Wendy Frost fulfilled the roles 
of Conference Convenors and assembled a wonderful program of engaging keynotes and workshop sessions. 
Unfortunately, the difficult decision was made to cancel the conference due to the very low number of 
registrations. While over 120 people attended the conference in 2021, just 30 registrations had been received 
by the week before the conference was due to be held in March. Many factors are likely to have contributed 
to these low numbers with the change to the timing of NAPLAN, and excessive teacher work-loads likely 
playing key roles. 

The TGTA were keen to postpone, rather than cancel this conference, but unfortunately, this decision was 
not supported by the other two associations. The TGTA are now carefully re-evaluating the nature of the 
professional learning we offer, and how to best cater for the changing needs of our membership and 
teachers within the state.

The TGTA has also continues to collaborate with Utas’ School of Geography, Planning and Spatial Science. 
This year our focus is on designing, and implementing PL opportunities, particularly targeted to year 7 and 
8 geography teachers in Tasmania. This is a valuable and mutually beneficial partnership that we hope will 
enable the delivery of high-quality PL across the state.

4. Geography and sTem

The TGTA continues to collaborate closely with the University of Tasmania to design and implement a range 
of STEM based PL opportunities. In March, UTas lecturer and specialist in remote sensing and GIS, Dr. Bethany 
Cox, presented to the Science Teachers Association of Tasmania (STAT) conference regarding the use of GIS in 
the classroom.  

The TGTA, alongside UTas, is also supporting the promotion of SheMap’s “Teaching with Drones” PL Workshop 
which will visit Hobart in late August and show teachers how microdrones can be used in the classroom to 
engage students in Geography and STEM. 

5. Promotion of Geography

fACeBook

208 followers. Following continues to grow, up a further 10% since October. Facebook is now our most 
effective communication/promotion tool.

TGTA weBsiTe

The TGTA website continues to be an important communication tool between our association and our 
members. Work continues on expanding the ‘Members Only’ section to provide access to more teaching 
resources including lesson and assessment plans, academic papers and articles of interest. AGTA Conference 
2022 resources have now been added to this area of the website.

doeCyP iNfosTreAm

The Tasmanian Education Department’s ‘Infostream’ portal continues to be used to promote professional 
learning opportunities to Department teachers.
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6. Communication and Projects

The TGTA is exploring the possibility of collaborating with the Forestry Education Foundation (FEF) to create 
Geography-based teaching resources for schools to access across the state. The ‘Geography in a Box’ concept, 
proposes a set of classroom based geography teaching and learning resources (directly aligned to a key 
theme or topic area of the Australian Curriculum) to be included in a ‘box’ that can be borrowed from the FEF, 
and used to complement their fieldwork program of activities. 

7. Curriculum developments

An important recent development regarding Geography in the Tasmanian State System, are the new 
reporting guidelines, that now require teachers to specifically report on ‘Geography’ as a subject rather than 
‘HASS’. Whilst a relatively small change, it is nonetheless significant in once again recognising ‘Geography’ as a 
distinct discipline in Tasmania. 

The TGTA continues to closely follow proposed changes to the Tasmanian Year 11 and 12 course offerings. 
The TGTA looks forward to the opportunity to be involved in critical discussions regarding proposed changes 
to the Geography curriculum.  

8. issues and Challenges

The association is continuing to examine how to encourage more schools to offer geography, at least as 
an elective option in Years 9 & 10, as well as how to attract more students to study Year 11 and 12. Key 
challenges include:

•	 A	very	limited	number	of	schools	offering	‘Geography’	beyond	year	8,	even	as	an	elective.

•	 Anecdotally,	a	very	high	number	of	‘out-of-field’	teachers,	teaching	geography	in	Tasmanian	schools.

•	 Students	and	parents	not	seeing	the	‘value’	in	studying	the	subject.

•	 School	career	advisors	not	accessing	information	regarding	geography-based	career	options.

Caryn shield, 
President TGTA
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GTAv rePorT for GeoGrAPhiA, mAy 2023

membership

At the end of 2022, there were 905 active memberships including 437 paid and 468 non-paying.  
As of 28 April, 138 new members have since joined the GTAV.

Current initiatives

Two New ProGrAms Are feATuriNG iN GTAv ProfessioNAl develoPmeNT:

Firstly, the Geospatial enrichment series – this is a series of 6 webinars which began in the latter part of 
2022. This year we have four seminars; in March Jennah Williams from ESRI presented How to Use Story Maps. 
This was followed by Story Maps Application in Teaching and Learning, presented by Julian Woolhouse from 
Ivanhoe Girls Grammar School. The fifth, held in May, involved presenters from RMIT discussing the work of 
Australian Urban Observatory platform and teaching resources. 

Jennah Williams will also be presenting a  full day workshop on use of ArcGIS and Survey 123 in fieldwork as 
part of the Annual Conference in August. 

Secondly, our Geomentoring program (funded by the Department of Education & Training through the 
Strategic Partnerships Program) is an online community of mentors and mentees who connect regularly 
to provide support and advice, and to share teaching and learning resources and strategies. Semester 1 
commenced in February 2023 with 31 mentee registrants and 7 mentors. GeoMentoring has provided much 
needed assistance to beginning and out of field teachers, particularly those in regional areas. Those who are 
teaching VCE Geography have found it most beneficial as many mentees do not have another teacher to 
collaborate with at their school. 

future focus

Annual Conference 2023 will be held on Monday 7 August (at the Jasper Hotel, in Melbourne’s CBD) 
and Tuesday 8 August (Fieldwork – various locations). The conference theme is Geography: The Power 
of Interconnections. Our keynote speaker will be Professor Lauren Rickards, an award-winning human 
geographer who has been appointed to establish Australia’s first Climate Change Adaptation Lab at La Trobe 
University, as part of the University’s plan to drive interdisciplinary research in this area.
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GeoGrAPhiCAl AssoCiATioN of 
wesTerN AusTrAliA [iNC.]

AffiliATes rePorT To AGTA, mAy 2023

1. membership

As AT mAy 2023:

•		 Metropolitan	Members	-	224	
•		 Country	Members	-	50	
•	 Student	Members	-	1	
•		 Corporate	Members	-	1

2. GAwA Committee 2022

3. Professional development: Teacher Professional development

TPd 1 

Date & event: 24th february-unpacking and teaching new year 12 AtAR Geography Course.

Program included:  

update on SCSA Upper School Geography navigation through the new Year 12 ATAR Geography syllabus by 
experienced classroom teachers model sample programs & assessments

Presentation on Climate Change and Agriculture: UWA Best Practice Farming System Fieldwork on Nature, 
Heritage and Renewal: A walking tour of East Perth

Target audience: New, Inexperienced and Returning Upper Secondary Year 12 teachers 34 people attended.

TPd 2 

Date & event: 9th march - years 7 – 10 hass WA Geography Curriculum Refresher

Program included: 

update on SCSA Upper School Geography navigation through the new Years 7 – 10 HaSS Geography syllabus 
by experienced classroom teachers model sample programs & assessments mapping skills and presentation 
by the Water Corporation lesson tasks and useful websites

25 people attended.

Target audience: New, Inexperienced and Returning Middle Secondary Year 7 to 10 teachers.

 
TPd 3 

GeoNight 2023 - 40 people attended.

This event demonstrates the ongoing working relationship between GAWA and Curtin University.

TPd 4 

Date & event: 4th August GAWA Conference – “ it starts and ends with Geography ” 

Geography curriculum focus: lower secondary Years 7 to 10 HaSS ‘Geography’ topics and upper school  
Year 11 and Year 12 Geography units.

Cura education - major sponsor of GAWA’s 2023 secondary Conference

Program is planned and available on website. Registrations opened.

one-day Conference was introduced during Covid and has continued to be the preferred option.

Program includes:

Gentilli Award winner

Keynote address: Perth – Peel @ 3.5 million by Professor Matthew Tonts. Chair of the Environmental Protection 
Authority

sCsA update on yr 11 and 12 curriculum Geographer of the year winners

9 Workshops presentations

Concluding with networking drinks and nibbles Conference Dinner

4.  Professional development: 

sTudeNT ProfessioNAl leArNiNG semiNArs deCisioN To sPliT uNiTs -  
sTudeNT revisioN semiNArs

Date & event: 21st may year 12 Geography AtAR student Revision Workshop # 1

Geography curriculum focus: ATAR Year 12 Unit 3 Depth study – Climate Change & Biodiversity Loss.

9.15am – 12.15pm

GAwA exeCuTive GAwA CommiTTee GAwA offiCe sTAff

President          Peggy Bakalis Richard Kostecki  
Rosemary Cawley  
Rachel Scott  
Brittany Halpenny  
Tracy Sterling  
Patrick Molinari  
Sarah Williams

Business manager 
Alan may (ex officio)vice-Presiden   Laura	Billington	•	Jon	Wyllie

Treasurer           Danielle Pisconeri office Administrator 
sharon mclarensecretary          Darryl Michie

immediate
Past-President  Leo Conti 
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Venue Judith Cottier Theatre Mt Lawley

Target audience: All Year 12 ATAR Geography students and teachers.

This year in response to Covid restrictions 3 options were made available to students and teachers:

 i. Face to face – 52

 ii. Live stream to individual students when they registered – 20

 iii.  Live stream to school as a class set – classroom teacher received a link when registered that 
provided them ability to view the workshop at their school in their own classroom – number is 5 
schools

5. Publication and Projects

TexTBooks (oCT 2022 To mAy 2023)

 i.  2023 Year 12 Revision Guide has been published with a detailed analysis of the WA 2021 ATAR Exam. 
This publication is well received by both students and teachers as it is used as a learning- teaching 
resource.

  Number sold = 399

 ii.  WA ATAR Geography Units 1 & 2 (2nd Ed.) Written, produced and published by GAWA. Addresses 
geographical knowledge, skills and understandings of the Year 11 ATAR and Year 12 General 
Geography courses.

  New edition sales have been ‘very good’. Use of local teacher-authors is an advantage.

  Number sold = 1,002

 iii.  WA ATAR Geography Units 3 & 4 (3rd Ed.) Written, produced and published by GAWA. Addresses 
geographical knowledge, skills and understandings of the Year 12 ATAR Geography course. Sales are 
‘sound’. Currently undergoing a re-write. New text will be available for 2023. Use of local teacher-
authors is an advantage.

  Number sold = 1,563

 iv. AGTA - Geography Skills Unlocked.

  Number sold = 262

 v. AGTA - Geography Literacy Unlocked.

  Number sold = 10

 vi. AGTA - Geography Fieldwork Unlocked. Number sold = 9

exAmiNATioN PACkAGes

GAWA 2023 Semester1 ATAR Year 11 and Year 12 Semester 1 Examination Packages. Written, produced and 
published by GAWA. Written and reviewed by experienced Year 11 and 12 geography classroom teachers. 
These exams used by the majority of colleges and schools in WA.

Numbers sold: Year 11 - 2,130; Year 12 – 1,859

6. Promotion of Geography

weBsiTe, fACeBook ANd TwiTTer

GAWA Website 

is the main form of communication used between members and the Association Tracy Sterling was 

appointed GAWA’s Website Manager

facebook –

 Use is growing and becoming an effective tool. Good platform to communicate to non- GAWA teachers & 

public. The WA Education Department’s ‘Connect’ portal is also being used to promote geography resources, 

support materials and updates to Dept of Ed teachers.

twitter –

 Reasonably used as a social network for posting geography curriculum and event updates. WA audience is 

still growing.

Joseph Gentilli memorial Award for excellence in Geographical education

Nominations for the award close 20th July. Winner announced at GAWA Conference.

Target audience: All HaSS/Geography teachers in WA.

GAWA’s young Geographer of the year Award – the world at 8 billion.

Competition categories Years 7 – 10; Year 11 & Year 12. One nomination per year group per school only.

Closing date for entries is 21sy July. Winners announced at GAWA Conference.

Target audience: All Year 7- 12 HaSS/Geography students.

7. Promotion of AGTA Conference

 – sAve The dATe for 24/7 dArwiN
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8. wA schools Curriculum and standards Authority (sCsA)

SCSA has two Course Advisory Committees (CACs): HaSS 7 – 10

ATAR Geography 11 & 12.

Refinements to HaSS Years 7 – 10 and Years 11 and 12 geography courses is occurring Feedback is being 
provided to SCSA; ACARA and AGTA (Decadal report).

 9. iAG Conference

i.  IAG Leo Conti is the GAWA representative on the committee. Information on IAG Conference 2023 – Leo

	 •	 IAG	Conference	–	dates	4th	–	6th	July	2023	–	during	school	holidays.

	 •	 GAWA	will	assist	with	advertising	and	emailing	members.

10. issues and challenges

i. Increasing overall ATAR results and popularity of selecting geography as an upper school subject.

ii.  Promoting geography in Primary schools – resource creation and attracting Primary school teachers to be 
part of GAWA committee.

Peggy Bakalis 
President of the Geographical Association of western Australia 
may 2023 AGTA meeting




